
P5 Home Learning. Week beginning Tuesday 19-5-2020

Numeracy & Maths
1. Do some maths and numeracy activities every day.
2. Log in and play Sumdog.

Task 1: Use your knowledge of times tables to answer these division problems.

Numeracy



Task 2: Fractions



Mental maths practice

1. What is the time right 

now?

2. 99 + 7 =

3. 104 - 7 =

4. 2/3 of 9 =

5. 60 = 40 =

6. Double 22 =

7. How many sides on a 

pentagon?

8. 25 divided by 5 =

9. 3 x 8 =

10. £10.00 - £2.80 =

Task 1:
Look at the perimeter of the shape. Can 
you work out the length of the missing 
side?

Task 2:
Draw two rectangles on the squared 
paper. The perimeter of your rectangles 
must be 16 cm.

Task 3:
Work out the length of the missing sides of 
these shapes. 

Challenge: If you have space, can you 
draw these shapes to exact size?
eg on the beach or on the ground.









Reading 
Spend time reading your own book everyday

‘The Butterfly Lion’ by Michael Morpurgo. Listen to chapter 4 being read here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jpWn622XjA

Chapter 4:
1. What did Bertie and his mum do with the lion?
2. Why do you think that Bertie’s mum allowed Bertie to keep the lion even though his 

father disapproved?
3. What effect did keeping the lion have on Bertie and his mother?
4. How did the lion behave?
5. What promise did Bertie make to the lion?
6. What effect does the author’s use of short sentences at the end of the chapter have 

on the reader?

Literacy and English
1. Do some English and literacy activities every day.



Writing: Character Description

While you read, it is important to notice the characters’ thoughts, words, and 
actions. This helps you to describe the character and identify the character’s 
feelings during the story.

Task 1:

Think about the character Michael. Choose 1 word to describe how he is feeling in chapter 1. 

Look up a simile for this word using www.thesaurus.com.

Find some words or phrases in the story which provide evidence for your choice. 

Task 2:

Think about the character Millie. Choose 3 words to describe her appearance using alliteration (this 

means all 3 words must start with the same sound). Find some words or phrases in the story which 

provide evidence for your choice.

Task 3:

Write a character profile for Bertie on the template below. Use clues from the story to build a 

picture of his appearance (what he looks like), personality, and actions.





Listening and Talking

Spelling
Green               Yellow                 Red
bear                   bunch           ornament
pear                   lunch              orphan
tear                     punch           original 
wear                   crunch          originally
bring                  once              operate
string                   honey            operation
thing                   month             opinion
finger                  Monday         orchestra

Task 1: Use dictionary.com to look up 

the meaning of each of your spelling 

words.

Task 2: Make a wordsearch including 

your spelling words. Ask a family 

member to find the words.

Task 3: Air write – Write your spelling 

words in the air with your finger. Ask 

someone to read your words as you 

write. You could also ask someone to 

air write while you read their words.

Task 4: Water words – With your finger, 

trace out a spelling in the water. Can 

your partner work out what you spelt?                        



R.E.

Read this weeks Liturgy. 

Gospel: John 14:15-21

Jesus taught us to Love one another. Listen to this 

song and the message that we must love another, 
be kind and helpful. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9diFwUly4M

Draw a heart shape and cut it out, on one side 

make a list of all the things that you do to show you 

love, care and help other people. On the other 

side write the names of all the people you care 
about.

At this time we can’t hug friends or share our toys.

What are you doing now to show your friends you 
still care?

Share your kind words on teams to your class 
friends.



Health and Wellbeing
Our next stage in our Building Resilience 

programme is ‘Look on the Bright Side’. 

Our next Building Resilience programme is ‘Look 
on the Bright Side’.

Let’s look at the way we talk about ourselves. 
Here are sentences that might sound familiar:

“I hate maths”

“ I’m no good at this”

“Everybody else can do the work”

“I’m only good when I work in a team”

Change the way I’ve said it to sound more 
positive like this…

Instead of “This is too hard for me” 

Say “ I’m going to try my best at this and learn 
from any mistakes”

Make a poster showing the positive way to talk 

about your learning. 

P.E.

Choose two activities from the 

second level PE grid and share on 

teams what you have done.



STEM

Our Science topic this term is Ecosystems. 

We are learning to classify animals.

Look below to find out about animal groups.

Complete the worksheet below.

Social Studies

Imagine you are on an expedition to the 

Amazon rainforest with a research team, 

who are searching for new species of 

animal.

Follow the attached powerpoint to 

create the new species of animal that 

you have just discovered!





Modern Languages
Los Animales- animals

Learn some of the words for different 
types of farm and pet animals in 
Spanish.
https://www.spanish-
games.net/spanishtopics.

Test yourself and I’ll post a photo of an 
animal everyday for you to tell me the 
name of the animal in Spanish.

Art

Using recyclable objects or any 

suitable things you have around your 

house can you create a 3D piece of 

the 4 layers of the rainforest.

https://www.spanish-games.net/spanishtopics

